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Two Wishes For The World...
If you have been enjoying Setting The World To Rights, and feel
that your life will be for naught unless you take urgent measures to,
as they say, “give something back to The World”, now is your
chance to do just that. We are accepting submissions for The
World. Anything considered (hey, we're not desperate... just...
keen) – provided you are a rational person who is a) a top-notch
writer, b) as witty as Frank, c) as popular as Glenn, and d) in the
running for Miss World or Mr Universe.
Failing that, you could buy us a set of these satirical cards from
NewsMax.com:
The Pentagon's Iraqi Most Wanted “Deck of Death”
playing cards was a huge hit with Americans. Now,
NewsMax.com is raising the ante – with the Deck of
Weasels, depicting the 54 worst leaders and celebrities
who opposed America and were key members of “The
United Nations of Weasels.” ...
The Ace of Spades is none other than French Prime
Minister Chirac, Saddam Hussein's partner in crime of 30
years, and includes his most infamous quote: “Our
position is no matter what the circumstances, France will
vote ‘no.‘” The Washington Times' new revelation that
France helped Saddam's top goons escape shows just
how relevant and useful this deck is.
Each suite of the Deck of Weasels reveals America's
enemies. The Spades are the most treacherous of the
world's foreign leaders. The Diamonds are the most
backstabbing U.S. leaders. The (bleeding) Hearts, of
course, consist of Hollywood's woefully ill-informed
would-be geopolitical “experts.” And the Clubs include
the worst of the biased media and self-appointed
pundits.
The Deck of Weasels is not only great fun, it's also
educational. Check out the cards and learn:
- which rock star raged: “We [expletive] deserve to get
bombed. ... Bring it on, I hope the Muslims win!”
- which Hollywood has-been whined: “This is a racist and

imperialist war. The warmongers who stole the White
House (you call them ‘hawks,’ but I would never
disparage such a fine bird) have hijacked a nation's grief
and turned it into a perpetual war on any non-white
country they choose to describe as terrorist.”
- which movie star ranted: “I believe he [President Bush]
thinks this is a war that can be won, but there is no such
thing anymore. We can't beat anyone anymore”
- the shocking pro-Saddam comment that escaped the
lips of the self-styled sweetheart of morning TV “news”
(and she refuses to retract her statement!).
If that doesn't grab you, we'll have to get a tip jar. We can't have
generous souls being prevented from giving a little back to The
World, now can we?
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Blimey...
As rational as Woty, as good at writing as Bill Whittle, as funny as
Frank and as popular as Glenn...
Good luck! :-)
by Alice on Fri, 05/16/2003 - 18:39 | reply

But Alice...
...we were thinking of you, of course! :-)
by Sarah Fitz-Claridge on Sat, 05/17/2003 - 16:13 | reply
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